HUBBELL
P. R. CENTRIFUGAL SWITCH

TYPE NPR-029B

TYPE PR-029

CAUTION
VOLTAGE ON NAMEPLATE AND CONTROL CIRCUIT VOLTAGE MUST BE THE SAME.

THE CONTACTS ON THIS BOARD HAVE BEEN FACTORY ADJUSTED AND CARE SHOULD BE EXERCISED NOT TO DISTURB ADJUSTMENT.

THE CONTACTS ON THIS BOARD HAVE BEEN FACTORY ADJUSTED AND CARE SHOULD BE EXERCISED NOT TO DISTURB ADJUSTMENT.

TYPES PR-025, PR-026, PRE-025 & PRE-026

ADJUSTMENT OF CENTRIFUGAL SWITCHES WHEN USED IN PLUGGING SERVICE

SINGLE CIRCUIT CONTACTS ARE NON-DIRECTIONAL.

TWO CIRCUIT CONTACTS ARE SELECTIVE TO ROTATION DIRECTION

HUBBELL
industrial controls division

Printed in U.S.A.
INSTALLATION

HUBBELL switches should be properly aligned and mounted on a smooth flat surface by means of mounting bolts through the mounting holes provided in the mounting holes in the flange to permit proper alignment. If extreme vibration conditions exist, doweling of the switch mounting is recommended. When direct connecting these switches to a mating shaft, a suitable resilient separator type coupling must be used.

MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

Lubricate flyweight assembly with light oil, holes provided. Keep shaft clean and free from gum where sleeve bearings slide. All ball bearings are sealed and are permanently lubricated.